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January 16, 2021

Death By Vaccine: The Last Things They Wanted You To
Hear! (Video)

conservativenewsandviews.com/2021/01/16/editorial/uncategorized/vaccine-death-last-hear/

Vaccine deaths, adverse effects

Recently, a friend of truth, David Knight, reported the deaths of those who have recently

received the vaccine and within a very few days they were dead (Proverbs 14:12).

With all of the information that is now available concerning who is behind this criminal

conspiracy and what is that is in these untested vaccines, you would think that people would

be up in arms by now as well as throwing a whole lot of criminal politicians in jail for their

perpetrated fraud upon the very people that they are in fact to serve (Ephesians 4:14).

Here is a look at adverse effects around the world, health professionals balk at vaccination,

pharmacist destroys 500 doses intentionally, Romney lays the foundation for the military to

push needles into arms and the tragic death of Congressman-elect Letlow, 41, may indicate

issues with Fauci’s “standard of care,” Remdesavir (Leviticus 17:11, 19:19).
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The video embeds in this article appear from Brighteon.com and Bitchute.com. These are but

two of the alternative video platforms and other social media now available. The Advanced

Responsive Video Embedder accomplished the embedding.
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This article follows up this earlier article.

Dr. Martin: They Are “Using The Word Vaccine To Sneak This Under Public Health
Exemptions” – This Is NOT A Vaccine! (Video)

In related news, mainstream and alternative media sources all report governments

preferentially making the vaccine available to “favorite” groups. But if Dr. Martin’s

allegations are at all correct, then those governments aren’t doing them any favors! Neither,

apparently, is the State of Israel.

Rep. Ron Wittman (R-Va.-1 ) reports, in a newsletter to constituents, that vaccine requests

exceed availability throughout Virginia.

Joseph R. Mercola, D.O., shares this article describing key reasons for some of the vaccine

deaths.
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